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Chaney’s life
c el ebr ate d
in memorial

Students probe
into Fox Cities in
Civic Life Project
Alyssa Villaire

Xue Yan

News Editor

_______________________

Local lawyers, advocates
for domestic abuse victims and
even Appleton mayor Haley were
among more than 300 community
members who joined students to
celebrate the completion of the
documentaries that are part of the
Civic Life Project. The long-awaited invitation-only premiere of the
films made as part of the project
took place this past Wednesday
morning in the Somerset Room of
the Warch Campus Center.
The project was developed
by Artist-in-Residence Catherine
Tatge and her husband Dominique
Lasseur, both of whom are documentary filmmakers. According
to Tatge, the idea for the project
came about when they were doing
a documentary on democracy for
public television.
“As we researched the subject we realized that the people
we needed to reach was not the
public television audience but college and high school students like
our two sons… students who were
disengaged and alienated from
our democracy,” said Tatge during her speech at the screenings.
“We knew there was little chance
to get teenagers to watch a four
hour series on television or even
online.”
She continued, “[This project] developed out of our desire
to involve students in conversations about what it means to be a
citizen, how our democracy works

See page 9

Staff Writer

________________________

President Jill Beck chats with senior Vishvesh Subramanian at the President’s Farewell Ball.
Photo by Thao Nguyen

Campus reflects on Beck’s presidency
Chelsea Johnson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

“Jill Beck is a big reason why
I came to Lawrence,” Dean of the
Conservatory Brian Pertl said. “I
thought I’d never leave Microsoft,
but I kept seeing all these amazing things she was doing. She has
a vision, she knows how to work
with people, she knows how to get
things done.”
Pertl reflected on the coming retirement of our current
President Jill Beck, who is the 15th
president of Lawrence. Hired in
2004, Beck impressed Lawrence
from the start.
“I was part of interviewing
presidential candidates,” Vice
President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Nancy Truesdell
said. “I clearly remember the level
of enthusiasm and big-picture

thinking that [Beck] offered even
before she was hired. She is very
much an ideas person, and she
has a number of them which have
been accomplished that are part
of a bigger picture for Lawrence.”
One of the reasons Beck
was drawn to Lawrence was the
school’s unique combination of
Conservatory and college.
“At Lawrence, [the college
and Conservatory] are integrated
and that reflects my own priorities and my own career in the
performing arts,” Beck said. “The
Conservatory has been one of
the most memorable parts of my
Lawrence experience.”
Beck brought to Lawrence
her extensive background in the
arts, including time as Juilliard
faculty and past leader of the
innovative ArtsBridge program.
Beck’s enthusiasm for the arts

deeply impacted the Lawrence
Conservatory.
“She did everything in her
power to help my vision for the
Conservatory happen,” Pertl said.
“There wasn’t anything where she
said ‘no.’ I was able to pursue my
vision and be supported from the
highest level.”
When asked, people gave
many different answers for
what Beck has accomplished for
Lawrence during her administration. Increasing domestic and
international diversity, the major
More Light! fundraising campaign,
expanding engaged and service
learning, construction of the
Warch Campus Center, expansion
of the film studies department, the
fellows program, renovations, the
creation of the Senior Experience

See page 2

On May 18, the day after
the farewell ball for President Jill
Beck, the memorial service for
Professor William A. Chaney, an
important figure in Lawrence for
the past 61 years, were held in
Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Chaney passed away at his
home in Appleton on March 15
at the age of 90. He joined the
Lawrence faculty in 1952. Chaney
was appointed as the George
Mckendree Steele Professor of
Western Culture in 1966. His
61-year teaching career is the second-longest tenure in Lawrence’s
history.
As a great scholar, Chaney
focused his scholarship on Middle
Age History. He published the
book “The Cult of Kingship in
Anglo-Saxon England,” as well as
dozens of articles and reviews to
professional journals. Chaney was
especially interested in England.
He went to Britain 49 times and he
taught courses on Early England
for over 60 years at Lawrence.
One of the speakers in the
memorial services, Chaney’s colleague Jerald Podair, Professor of
History and American Studies, is
impressed by Chaney as a liberally educated individual. Chaney’s
great interests made him a wellrounded person with knowledge
of music, art, poetry and literature.
Podair sees Chaney as “the

See page 9

Radio for Rwanda raises over $3,000 for sexual health education
Haley MacDuff
Staff Writer

______________________

Those who tuned in to
Lawrence radio station WLFM
between the hours of noon and
midnight on Sunday, May 19 heard
the first ever Radio for Rwanda
Marathon, hosted by sophomore
Peter Raffel, WLFM’s Top 200
Music Director and host of the
show, “On Patrol”. Inspired by the
infamous fundraising marathons
of NPR and PBS, Raffel teamed up
with sophomore Abby Schubach,
president of GlobeMedLU, to create a hilarious parody of such
broadcasts. People were invited
to call in throughout the show and
donate money, with all proceeds
going to GlobeMedLU.
“A bonus of the fundraiser
will simply be getting word out
on campus about GlobeMed,” said

INSIDEVIEW:

This week’s top
news and views

Schubach. GlobeMed is a national
network that brought a chapter to
campus three years ago. Schubach
described the organization as a
group-based model of partnership, teamed up with a grassroots
organization in Rwanda dedicated to educating people about
all matters of public health. The
money raised by the event will
help to send Lawrence students
to Rwanda this summer to intern
with the GlobeMedLU partner,
Health Development Initiative
Rwanda.
As Raffel talked for twelve
hours straight, a number of students stopped by the studio to
make conversation. Or, in the case
of junior Alex York, get their chest
shaved live on-air. As Raffel put it,
“absurd.” Amongst freestyle rap,
fake phone calls and discussion
of old AIM screen names, several
popular Lawrence musical groups
performed, including Wild Firth

and the Appletones. Freshman
Michael ‘Fez’ Felzan, drummer
for Wild Firth, said, “It was really
fun. We brought all the instruments into the studio and played
live, so it was pretty experimental.
I would definitely do it again, I
don’t think we’d do a full drum
set, though.”
The total amount raised was
$3,333, a number decided in the
middle of the marathon by the
people working the phones. “I
don’t know why they chose that
number, but I’m glad they did,”
said Raffel. “I had prepared myself
for the idea that no one would
donate. You’ve got to do that so
you don’t end up getting bummed
out during the show—you’ve got
to the keep the energy and the
momentum going.”
Though the event was filled
with witty banter and deadpan
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Host Peter Raffel introduces a musical act on WLFM’s Radio for Rwanda fundraiser.
Photo by Thao Nguyen
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“Superhero” weekend encourages philanthropy through diverse activities
Samantha Tetzlaff
Staff Writer

_____________________

This past weekend, Relay
for Life took place on Friday,
May 17 and both Shack-a-Thon
and Ormsby Zoo Days were held
Saturday, May 18. All three events
incorporated a superhero theme
and involved fundraising for various causes.
Relay for Life took place in
the Buchanan-Kiewit Wellness
Center Gymnasium due to rain,
and went from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
with 26 teams participating in the
event.
Sophomore Savannah Vogel,
who was on the planning committee as part of Colleges Against
Cancer, talked about how they
reached out to campus to get
teams signed up and that “almost
every group on campus was represented in some way or another.” Vogel also commented on the
generous contributions to the

American Cancer Society, saying,
“In reality, everyone knows someone who has had cancer…it has a
big presence in people’s lives.”
A lot of team members
facilitated donations by contacting family and friends and having them donate on the American
Cancer Society website. Of the
$15,000 that was raised, approximately $12,000 came from online
donations.
Beyond that, teams had the
option to hold mini-fundraisers
at the event. Some of these were
LU track and field’s “track snacks,”
LU football’s beanbag toss tournament and Delta Gamma’s henna
tattoos.
There were several other
activities for “relayers” to do, as
well. This included breakfast,
which was made on the grill; a
showing of “The Incredibles;” and
Shear Chaos haircuts and styling
for a minimum of $10. Sophomore
and Relay for Life participant
Jazmin Astwood felt that there
were a lot more concessions this

year and that it was “really well
organized.”
Astwood also commented on
the speech Kathy Privatt gave on
her battle with cancer. Astwood
paraphrased Privatt, saying, “To
say radiation and chemotherapy
is a cure is foolish because it’s not
a cure; it’s a poison you’re putting into your body… people are
still fighting very hard to find an
actual cure…and it’s people who
are walking and raising money to
make that happen.”
A second philanthropic event,
Shack-a-Thon, took place on Main
Hall Green, beginning at 1 p.m.
and ending at 6 p.m. on Saturday,
May 18. Teams from Kappa Alpha
Theta, Bomb Squad, Trever Hall,
Beta Theta Pi and Plantz Hall registered, with Theta, Trever and
Bomb Squad building shacks.
Each team was required to
pay $100 to register for the event.
The proceeds all went directly to
Habitat for Humanity.
Sophomore Betsy Sorensen,
one of the planners of the event

tion and a welcome by Provost
David Burrows before attendees
and participants split off for the
first of two sessions of presentations. During each session were
two to three oral presentations
with ten minutes of questions
from the audience. This year, the
symposium concluded with a
light dinner in the Esch Hurvis
room.
Students are nominated by
faculty to participate and can submit abstracts of their research
to be published online for future
reference and use. Some, but not
all, presentations are based off of
senior experience research.
Topics ranged from analyzing Wagner’s music in the film
“Melancholia” (by Dylan Evans)
to women and the justice system in Sierra Leone (by Huma
Hakimzada).
“You get to hear about a wide
variety of topics from a variety of
perspectives,” senior and presenter Addie Atkins observed. “It’s
very liberal arts, very Lawrence.”
Burrows commented, “One of
the critical aspects of a Lawrence

education is the emphasis on selfdirection—on choosing topics
that are exciting for the student
and are something that no one
else has ever done before.”
In addition, faculty and
friends get to experience students’ hard work. “The members
of the faculty take great pride
in the accomplishments of their
students,” said Provost and Dean
of Faculty Dave Burrows, “and the
symposium is a nice moment
to feel that pride and to share
it with others.”
Students are given a chance
to develop their ability to organize and exhibit their ideas
effectively. “Lots of students will
pursue a higher degree after
Lawrence, so presenting research
in a conference-like setting is a
valuable skill,” said Atkins.
Each year The Richard A.
Harrison award is presented
to an outstanding student for
aid in research. Their results will
be presented at the symposium
the following spring. Students
apply for a grant proposal complete with an essay on their work,

cide, including cards in memory
of 48 people lost to suicide. Some
of the cards also included messages of encouragement. Each of
the 180 chairs symbolized one
of the 180 people lost to suicide
each day in the United States of
America.
Near the chairs was a board
on which 13 stories written by
those personally affected by suicide were posted. These included
accounts of Lawrence community members’ encounters with
depression, both personal and
with friends or family.
Earlier this term, Lifeline
was contacted by NAMI-Fox
Valley with interest in collaborating on an event inspired by one
at the University of Minnesota.
From there, other on-campus
groups became involved in the
planning process. Those individuals who worked together to plan
the display included Lawrence
Lifeline Project coordinator
Kathleen Fuchs, counselor Jerri
Kahl, TWLOHA-LU president and
LU-NAMI vice president Gina
Torcasso, Lifeline intern Hannah
Geoffrey, and Question, Persuade

and Refer (QPR) instructors.
QPR instructors teach classes
that include information on suicide prevention and education to
Lawrence University faculty, staff
and students.
“We believe that realization,
along with learning how to reach
out, are the keys to creating hope
for all those who struggle with
depression and hopelessness,”
said Fuchs.
In recent years several
attempts to bring a conversation
regarding mental health to the
forefront on campus. These included bringing speakers to campus
including Jamie Tworkowski,
founder of TWLOHA, and Kevin
Hines; and visual displays such as
The Mask Project and Post Secret.
The on-campus chapter of
TWLOHA is currently transitioning into LU-NAMI. Plans for the
restructured group include bringing therapy dogs on campus and
various activities in the dorms.
LU-NAMI aims at reducing stigmas surrounding mental health
as well as creating a supportive
environment for those touched by
mental health issues.

from the LU Habitat for Humanity
Chapter, talked about the goal of
Shack-a-Thon being to “promote
awareness for local housing and
poverty within the Fox Cities
area” and that it was “to raise
money and get the word out that
Habitat is for a bigger purpose.”
The ultimate goal would be to
raise enough money to co-sponsor
the construction of a local house.
As for the success of the
Shack-a-Thon, Sorensen commented that it had been better
in past years because having two
major fundraisers on the same
weekend was more than most
teams could donate to. For this
reason, Shack-a-Thon will be moving to Fall Term in the coming
years. However, the shack building
itself went “really well,” according
to Sorensen.
One unique shack was the
“Bat Cave,” which Trever constructed out of cardboard, wood
and metal. Freshman and Trever
team leader Jenni Sefcik said,
“Everyone was really excited to

build something awesome out of
pretty much nothing.”
Bomb Squad won the bestbuilt shack with their construction, named “The TARDIS.” They
were rewarded with pizza at the
end of the night.
Happening simultaneously
was Ormsby Zoo Days. There were
14 total student organizations and
hall councils at the event.
Of these 14, the Interfraternity Council dunk tank and
the Phi Kappa Tau “Pie-a-Phi”
activities went to philanthropic
causes. IFC proceeds went to
Wounded Warriors and Phi Tau’s
donations went to KidsGive.
Ormsby Residence Hall Director,
Sara VanSteenbergen said, “The
organizations that were attempting to get philanthropic donations,
I think, were very successful.”
Junior Gina Torcasso, who
was involved with Colman hall
council’s minute-to-win-it games,
described Zoo Days overall as “a
fun, engaging experience.”

Harrison Symposium showcases honors projects and senior capstones
Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

_______________________

Many Lawrentians know
seniors that are working on
senior experience projects, but
frequently we only hear bits and
pieces about the tough process,
much less see the final result.
The annual Harrison Symposium,
which includes presentations by
humanities and social science
undergraduates, clarified what
exactly these students have done.
This year, the 29 oral presentations took place throughout Main
Hall on the afternoon of Saturday,
May 18 to the audience of faculty,
students and students’ families.
Launched by the Dean of
Faculty and art history professor Richard Harrison in 1996,
the symposium was intended to
present the outstanding work
of students in humanities. After
Harrison’s death in 1997, it was
renamed in his honor.
The day began with a recep-

Presenters and seniors Steve Nordin, Alexis Van Zalen, and Yang Hua.
Photo by Katie Crawford

though co-recipient Atkins commented that the lack of information on applying made it difficult.
The 2012-13 co-recipients of the
award were Yang Hua and Atkins.
Hua’s presentation was
entitled “Revisiting a Chinese
Intellectual through the Russian
Lens: LuXun during 1925-1927.”
Atkins’ work, “Speech and Heroic
Identity in the Iliad,” focused
particularly on battle speech in
Homer’s work, and its ability to

LU-NAMI launches with “Don’t Sit in Silence” Beck
Rose Nelson
Staff Writer

______________________

In an all-day event, on and off
campus groups worked towards
bringing a dark topic into the light.
On Thursday, May 16, an array of
folding chairs was placed in Boldt
Plaza from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. for
the “Don’t Sit in Silence” visual
display. The event was planned by
the National Alliance for Mental
Illness-Fox Valley (NAMI-Fox
Valley), the Lawrence Lifeline
Project and counseling services,
the Lawrence Chapter of To Write
Love on Her Arms (TWLOHALU) and the Lawrence chapter of
the National Alliance for Mental
Illness (LU-NAMI) as part of an
ongoing attempt to raise suicide
awareness and to de-stigmatize
mental illness.
The display consisted of 180
chairs that were carefully lined
up in Boldt Plaza. Amongst the
chairs were an array of masks,
Post Secret cards, as well as notes
that were filled out throughout
the day by people touched by sui-

continued from page 1
program, new fitness equipment,
expanded faculty hiring—the list
is long, varied and touches many
aspects of Lawrence.
“Most of all, she has opened
Lawrence up to a lot of new kinds
of programs and exciting possibilities,” Provost and Dean of Faculty
David Burrows said. “It’s the spirit
of trying new things so liberal
arts education as it is traditionally
known still exists, but with a new
outlook. She’s not afraid to go out
and create something that didn’t
exist before.”
In her time at Lawrence, Beck
has had the chance to reflect on
the spirit of Lawrence University.
“The first word that comes
to mind [to describe Lawrence]
is integrity,” Beck said. “That says
a lot. Lawrence is a place that is
honest in its intentions, dedicated
in its pursuits and invested in its
own success—and how that success can benefit the wider world.”
Lawrence’s interest in its
own success was expanded under
Beck’s administration by her
focus on increasing Lawrence’s
reputation both domestically and

separate identity while adding
meaning to war.
The largest payoff of the
symposium is for the participants. “It is an amazing opportunity,” Atkins said. “An undergraduate receiving funding
for independent humanities
research simply does not happen
at many schools.” For at least the
foreseeable future, The Harrison
Symposium will continue to be a
unique asset to Lawrence.

internationally.
“[Beck] wanted to raise the
profile of Lawrence and extend
our reach,” Truesdell said.
This exposure is especially
relevant as the higher education
community considers the future
of liberal arts education, a question Beck has worked extensively
to consider, most recently exemplified in Lawrence’s TEDx event
on the future of higher education.
“The definition of the liberal arts needs to evolve without
losing its integrity, “ Beck said.
“Creating opportunities for students was the way I addressed the
pace of change.”
Creating opportunities for
students is part of Beck’s passionate interest in the development of
Lawrence students.
“I’ve traveled and met with
alumni and foundations over the
last nine years, and when I brag
about Lawrence, I brag about the
students,” Beck said. “I often say to
students to make sure you enjoy
doing things that are meaningful
to you. What’s meaningful to anyone in my position is creating the
best possible environment within
which young lives can develop. My
top priority has always been the
students. It’s been my joy.”
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I’m a feminist housewife
Micha Saxton

Columnist

____________________________________

Okay, I might be a little late
to last week’s feminism brigade,
but no one invited me to the party.
Cue middle school PTSD, and, no,
I’m not crying. I said I’m not crying.
There was a horrible argument in last week’s Letter to the
Editor that equated abortion to
rape, as in women have as much
right to their bodies as a stranger
looking to forcibly penetrate said
body. Plus, rape isn’t a women’s
issue because men are also raped.
Firstly, I have no problem
with the author’s decision to
live her life in whatever way she
chooses—more power to the
housewives! Actually, I hate to
break it to her, but that is feminism—women living the lives
they want to live regardless of
what the naysayers spew at them.
(I, too, harbor a deep, dark desire
to be a house-mama someday, and
I’m a dirty feminist who hates
men and will ruin my children!)
But the author felt the need
to discredit the hallmark aspects
of modern American feminism
to justify her life choice. To use
anecdotal evidence to legitimize
sexual assault and delegitimize a
woman’s right to her own body,
all for the sake of arguing against
feminism for “traditional” (more
like chastity-belt levels of misogynistic) marriage is so insulting
that my head hurts just thinking
about it.
I’m shocked because the
author is a victim of sexual assault
herself. Perhaps devaluing the
rape issue in our country is how
she has come to terms with her
assault and she has the right to

that, but that doesn’t give her
the right to undermine millions
of rapes worldwide just because
that’s her comfort zone.
To be fair, what the author,
I think, was trying to say is that
neither women nor men have the
right to a woman’s body. Okay, at
least she got it half right.
To draw a comparison
between a man invading a woman’s body to a woman choosing
whether or not to carry a child
within her own body is dangerously misinformed, moronic and
frightening. The intention of
rape—to dehumanize and use
another person’s body for your
own sexual or psychological gratification—has nothing to do with
the intention of an abortion.
I think she may have been
auditioning for Fox News with
that bullshit. She’ll fit right in!
How dare any person—male
of female—claim that rapists have
the same level of rights to a woman’s body as women themselves?
Shame on you, authoress! It is an
outrage that such ignorance was
allowed to be perpetuated in this
newspaper as actual thought.
Honestly, I’m trying to
restrain myself (it’s difficult for
me, you all know this), but I can’t
help saying that her argument
is so unbelievably stupid, I can’t
image any thinking person making it. It is recklessly irresponsible. Hateful. Heartless.
And seriously, stop giving
Christians a bad name by blaming your narrow-minded bigotry on your religion. Glenn Beck
has that arena covered, okay?
Plenty of Christians are loving,
well-informed individuals who
embrace all people, not just clones
of themselves. Housewives can

See page 11

The Relevance of Philosophy
Susannah Miller
For The Lawrentian

_______________________

Although Lawrentians will
not typically snort in derision
upon hearing of a friend’s interest in philosophy (we’re much too
acceptingly hipsterish for that),
they typically have a few dismissive opinions about its practice
and its practicality.
These opinions may come
from experience with pedantic
friends, Reddit or the realization
that the subjects studied are not
particularly applicable to daily
life. People have expressed some
of these opinions to me, and they
can be boiled down to a few principal ones. These include the opin-

ions that philosophy is for people
who like arguing; philosophy is
impractical; philosophy cannot
be scientifically resolved; philosophy studies the utterly trivial and
useless; and philosophy has no
applications. As Bertrand Russell
says in his book “The Problems
of Philosophy,” “[…] many men,
under the influence of science or
of practical affairs, are inclined
to doubt whether philosophy is
anything better than innocent
but useless trifling, hair-splitting
distinctions and controversies on
matters concerning which knowledge is impossible.”
These accusations seem
undeniable and even I, a philosophy major, have to consider them.
For one, I can be very pedantic
and I enjoy arguing both for the

sake of a good debate and as a
mode of learning. Philosophy is
impractical, in that it’s not really
something you can go to for a
salary outside of Academia. The
current questions of philosophy
cannot really be empirically tested
or studied and if they can be, they
are generally taken up by the sciences (which evolved from the
testable branches of philosophy).
Philosophy does study a great
many things that are not useful in
everyday life, although this is not
universally true. It is only the last
claim that I do not accept at all.
Bertrand Russell said, again
in “The Problems of Philosophy,”
that disparaging views of philosophy result “partly from a wrong
conception of the ends of life,

See page 11

Saving Money, Saving Lives
Kevin Specht
Columnist

____________________________________

Every year, it seems that
the cost of attending Lawrence
University goes up a few thousand
dollars more. Much of the student
population is concerned about
how they will make it all work.
Would you like to know the secret
to lowering the cost of attendance
at Lawrence University? If so, find
out now. Hello and welcome to
the 22nd issue of Specht Pages,
the true and supreme voice of
Lawrence University. In this celebratory issue, we will be going
through several plans endorsed
by Specht Pages, which would
lower the cost of attendance at
this humble, world-class university. Allow us to note that some
of the methods of lowering costs

will involve making things more
expensive for some students. So
sit back, relax and let Specht Pages
do the thinking for you.

• First, clubs should not
receive any funding. All clubs
should be financed by the members themselves and their fundraising efforts. For example, the
musical groups may need to find
real gigs; bomb squad might need
to sell model rockets; and Beta
can have a car wash.
• Invest what’s left of the
More Light! campaign in Exxon
Mobil stock.
• We need housing reform!
No longer shall rooms be priced
solely on the number of occupants
nor shall any buildings be limited
to only upperclassmen. In the real
world, more preferable rooms cost

more money and less preferable
rooms cost less money. The prices
would be determined by factors
such as: size of the room; size of
the window (Kohler’s windows
would lower the cost because they
are small and don’t open well);
and floor material (wood and carpet would cost more). In addition,
sinks would be a premium; rooms
with bathrooms or air conditioning would be an expensive add-on
(Hiett and Execs); rooms in buildings with no elevators would have
diminishing costs as they get further away from the ground floor;
rooms with no overhead lighting
would be discounted; and rooms
with nice views would cost more
while those in front of dumpsters
would be heavily discounted.

See page 12

HAMM ON THE
LAM
by the fabulous Emily Hamm

Secret Lives: Pictorial Highlights (Dedicated to Professors Barrett and Jordan)
The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Life as a student-athlete: First-year reflections
Clare Bruning

Staff Writer

________________________

The Lawrence campus is
teeming with athletes. They’re
identifiable by the jerseys they
wear with pride, the ice bags and
slings and casts they sport when
burdened with aches and injuries and the dynamic spirit they
bring to Lawrence University with
the one-of-a-kind attitude characteristic of an athletic community.
These athletes spend long hours
working not only in the gym or on
the field but also in the library and
the classroom, while also maintaining active social lives all over
the greater campus community.
The life of the student-athlete is
one filled to the brim with determination, strong work ethic and
spirited character in and out of
the Viking uniform.
The greatest challenge for
the student-athlete is undoubtedly time management. Discussing
the struggle to balance school and
sports, junior women’s basketball
standout Alex Deshler comment-

ed, “We sometimes have to be at
the gym for three hours when
everyone else could be doing
work, and sometimes we miss
class for games.”
“It’s a really big time commitment,” said freshman Liza Girsova,
who plays soccer in the fall and
sprints during the indoor and outdoor track seasons the rest of the
year. “You’re training every day,
so you have to devote a lot of
energy to your sport, physically
as well as mentally. Being in the
Conservatory, I have to practice
every day as well as train every
day for a sport, and on top of
that there’s work for all my other
classes as well. It’s really difficult
to prioritize because they’re all
really important.”
Involvement in sports is not
merely an extra stressor on top of
the academic rigor of Lawrence,
however. Athletics serve as a
healthy channel to let off some
steam for many heavily committed students. “I will miss having
such a great outlet during stressful times as a student,” remarked
senior soccer player Simon
Newsom, reflecting on his four-

year stint as a Viking. “It was really nice being able to play soccer
every day and not have to worry
about class, tests, or lab reports
for a little while.”
Every player’s favorite aspect
of the student-athlete life is, of
course, the friends they make and
the community they forge with
other athletes. “My best friends
at Lawrence were made during
pre-season of my freshman year,

and I still have a strong relationship with most of the guys,” said
Newsom.
“The friends I’ve made here
are going to be my friends for the
rest of my life,” asserted Deshler,
acknowledging her relationships
with her teammates as well as
members of other sports. “It’s
nice because everyone in the
athletic community understands.

See page 9

School

Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Lawrence University
track team concluded their season this past weekend with
some of the team traveling to
the University of Wisconsin - La
Crosse on May 16 for the NCAA
Qualifier and the rest heading
south to Illinois for the North
Central Gregory Invitational.
Unfortunately, none of the Vikings
qualified for Nationals, but managed to conclude their season on
a strong note.
At the NCAA Qualifier, the top
finisher for Lawrence was senior
Rose Tepper who placed seventh
in the high jump at a height of

1.58 meters. Other performances
included: junior Alyssa Herman
finishing 20th in the 800-meter
run with a time of 2:30.92, senior
Amanda Dwyer taking ninth in
the 5000-meter run in 20:50.90,
freshman Tyler Herman (30th) in
the 400-meter dash in 51.25 seconds and freshman Bjorn GowdyJaehnig (23rd) in the long jump
with a distance of 5.66 meters.
Unfortunately, the results for the
Gregory Invitational were not
available at press time.
After a long and grueling
indoor and outdoor season, the
2013 track campaign has finally
come to a close. Reflecting on the
season, sophomore thrower Nick
Cracker commented, “Everyone
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Erik Soderlund

Staff Writer

________________________

Tempers are flying and rivalries are brewing in the 2013 NHL
playoffs. The condensed regular
season came to an end, sparking some interesting matchups in
the first two rounds of this year’s
post-season action.
The Detroit Red Wings prior
to this season had made the playoffs for 21 consecutive years. At
the end of the regular season, they
were facing elimination from a
22nd consecutive berth. However,
as the saying goes, “It’s not over
until the fat lady sings.” Detroit
showed why they have been so
successful in the past. Not only did
they manage to snag the seventh
seed in the Western conference
playoffs; they shut down the second seed Anaheim Ducks after a
stellar season. Detroit came back
and took the series in seven games
only to face the NHL-best Chicago
Blackhawks in the second round.
Thanks to habitual veteran leadership, as we have come to know the
Red Wings for, Detroit has managed to turn this series around.
They are currently up 2-1 against
the squad from the “Windy City.”
Moving further north and
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Clare Bruning leads the pack during an indoor season race.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

improved a lot and we grew very
close as a team. We competed as
hard as we could and made some
great strides. There is a solid foundation going into next year.”
With both the men’s and
women’s team finishing seventh
in the Midwest Conference, the
Vikings will look to the offseason to improve and climb to the
top of the MWC. Lawrence will
lose very accomplished members such as Tepper and senior
runner Sam Stevens, but junior
thrower Andy Paider believes the
team has plenty of talent for next
year. “The amount of youth we
have on the team is very exciting.
There is plenty of room to grow
and I know we are all hungry to

win some meets next year and
impress everyone at Conference.
It all depends on the amount of
work we do in the summer and
fall and the whole team knows
that. Overall, a solid year.”
Looking to next year, the
Vikings hope for great performances from the whole roster. In
particular, freshman runners JP
Ranumas and Liza Girsova, as well
as freshman thrower Genna Matt
and sophomore thrower Spencer
Swick, will lead the pack and build
off their impressive campaigns.
Until then, congratulations to the
track team on a solid season.

Bad blood in NHL Playoffs Battle for the O’Brien ensues
across the border, a new rivalry
was born this year between the
Ottawa Senators and the Montreal
Canadians. After some nasty physical play in game one, the series
turned into a full-on blood bath.
In game three, playoff cordialities
were thrown out the window as
the series was tied at one game a
piece. A total of 236 penalty minutes, 10 fights and 91 hits bombarded the score sheet, in a 6-1
win for the Senators. Tempers
didn’t die, either, as the rest of the
series commenced with Ottawa
capturing a spot in the second
round, beating Montreal four
games to one.
The defending Stanley Cup
champion Los Angeles Kings,
showed once again why they
deserved the Cup last year, with
a remarkable series against the
St. Louis Blues. A heavy hitting,
low scoring goaltender battle
favored the boys from Hollywood,
as Kings’ goalie Jonathan Quick
proved himself worthy of the
2012 Conne Smythe Trophy (playoff MVP). The Blues had a promising start after taking the first two
games at home, only to face the
Kings’ wrath in the next four.
In the second round, the
battle for California put the San
Jose Sharks up to the task of try-

Conf. Overall

Men’s Tennis

Track individuals compete for National Spotlight
John Revis

Final Standings

Andrew Borresen

Staff Writer

________________________

For avid fans of the NBA, the
month of May and early weeks of
June make up the sweetest time
of the year. The intensity of the
game goes up ten notches at this
stage in the season. Arenas get
louder. Fans get crazier. Each and
every play holds such great significance. I’m getting the chills
just describing it right now. The
best players battling it out for the
Larry O’Brien Trophy on the biggest stage: the NBA Playoffs.
Well, at least that’s the
way it should be. Not to totally
deflate the excitement that I just
created within you but, unfortunately, some of the best players
in the league weren’t even able
to participate in this year’s postseason. And this was all due to
injury. Kobe Bryant and Derrick
Rose didn’t hit the hardwood for
a single minute in this year’s playoffs. Russell Westbrook played in
a measly two postseason games.
Blake Griffin suited up, but was
rendered quite ineffective due to
a severely sprained ankle. Simply,
some of the biggest stars in the
NBA were unable to leave their
mark on the 2013 postseason.
This fact clearly resonates, as all

four of their teams—the Lakers,
Bulls, Thunder and Clippers—
were unable to make it past the
second round and are now sitting
at home (or on some Caribbean
beach living the life of luxury).
Some other observations
from this year’s playoffs:
• Tom Thibodeau is one of
the greatest coaches in the game
right now. I marvel at the fact that
he finished eighth in Coach of the
Year voting. Just, how? Without
Thibs, does that Bulls lineup get
out of the first round and give the
Heat all they could handle before
bowing out? I don’t think so.
• Steph Curry shooting a basketball is pure poetry in motion.
He produced more than his fair
share of 6-0 runs all by himself
in these playoffs, with his arsenal of three-point shots. The man
can pull up from anywhere and
straight drain. It’s just incredible
to watch.
• The basketball world is talking about it, so it needs to be mentioned here. How much did Kevin
Durant miss Russell Westbrook?
Durant, the consensus secondbest player in the league behind
LeBron, missed his running mate
dearly against the Rockets and
Grizzlies. Throughout the years,
much debate has centered on

See page 5
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continued from page 10
ing to eliminate the Kings from
the bracket. LA won game one,
but was down by a goal in game
two with 1:42 left on the clock.
Los Angeles’ depth as a team and
strong determination in this game
was no huge surprise. In the short
amount of time remaining, the
Kings pulled off a win in incredible fashion. Scoring two goals to
win the game in a matter of 22
seconds, the Kings now look forward to capturing back-to-back
championships, as they hold a 2-1
series lead.
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Photos of the Year
Selected by Amanda Ollerer

Women’s Soccer

Rose Tepper

Ben Hartman

Conor Klusendorf

Photos courtesy of
Paul Wilke
Shannon McLain

Joel Birch

Spring Term Intramural Update: Week Nine
Zach Ben-Amots

Staff Writer

________________________

The final intramural game of
the year was held last week and a
familiar team emerged as victors.
A Bunch of Goons, the three-time
defending spring term basketball
champions, won a closely contested title match against St. Vincent’s
Insanity. Despite being past their
prime, the Goons showed that
they are still a force to be reckoned with in Division III intramural basketball.
Unlike the past three years,
however, the Goons were not the
favorites to win this tournament.
Out of six teams, they were the
third seed and entered the playoffs with an overall record of 2-2.
The team’s .500 record and low
seeding set them up for a difficult
championship run, as the Goons
were forced to win three games

within a three-hour single-elimination tournament.
The championship game was
as exciting as anyone could have
expected. The match that featured
two high-octane offenses was ultimately won on the defensive end.
The Goons maintained a full-court
press for the entire second half
of the game, completely stiflling
St. Vincent. But strong offensive rebounding and three-point
shooting complimented their
defensive tenacity. The thirdseeded team was able to defeat
St. Vincent by a mere three points.
This year may not have
shown the past dominance of A
Bunch of Goons, but they proved
a lot by becoming the first team
to be crowned spring term champions four years in a row. All five
of the Goons’ starters are graduating seniors. Their absence next
year will leave a big gap in the
intramural sports scene that will
be difficult to fill. But the tough

competition that the Goons faced
this term could be a sign of good
things to come.
After losing only a single
game over the past two years,
the league-leading Goons were
challenged all year long by other
squads. This includes St. Vincent’s
Insanity, the Monstars and Dunder
Mifflin Paper, Co. (the winter term
intramural basketball champions). All three of those teams feature young cores that will contribute a lot to the intramural scene
over the coming years.
The Monstars’ starting shooting guard, Kyle Stuckey, has bittersweet feelings about the season
finally ending. “We’re definitely
losing a lot of talented seniors
this year, but hopefully we can get
a bunch of new teams in the fall
to make it just as much fun,” said
Stuckey. “This year was all about
underclassmen trying to compete
and get their foot in the door.
Next year, we’re hoping that we

NBA

continued from page 4

can go even further.” Like Stuckey,
most of the younger players have
displayed a competitive passion
that could proliferate and make
intramural sports an even bigger
part of Lawrence over the coming
years.

their relationship on and off the
court—whether Russ shoots too
much for a point guard, whether
they actually like each other, etc.
However, it was awfully clear to
fans how much that team, and
Durant, depends on Westbrook.

Spring Term Intramural
Champions:

Borresen’s Picks:

5v5 Basketball:
(Bunch of Goons)

4v4 Volleyball:
(Divide and Conquer)
6v6 Wiffleball:
(Pup and Suds)

2v2 Badminton:
(Non-Conservative Force)
5v5 Soccer
(The Dragonflies)

CONFERENCE FINALS:
Heat over Pacers in 6
Spurs over Grizzlies in 7
NBA FINALS:
Heat over Spurs in 7

LeBron + Co. bring home their
second NBA championship title in
as many years, but not before Mr.
Fundamental and the wily Spurs
give them all they can handle.
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Remembering Lawrence: Seniors spill the good and bad moments
Staff Writers Sam Wagner and Chelsea Johnson set off on a mission to
find out some of the good and bad times of the Class of 2013. Seniors
spilled some of the most memorable experiences of their four years.

MINH NGUYEN

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Film studies.
What is your worst memory at Lawrence?
My junior year Fall Term’s eighth week hangover. It was back when Nate Zibart kept coming to visit. It was crippling.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
First attempt to speak to alumni.
Best Warch meal?
The first one.
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
Senior year. Period.

VISHVESH SUBRAMANIAN

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Such a blur.
What is your worst memory at Lawrence?
The microwaveable rice cooker I burnt in Ormsby. And, of course, there had to be a fire
alarm and a $100 fine.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
My first student job interview at the Library.
Best Warch meal?
Steak and mash potatoes.
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
Cabaret along with Andrew Kraemer and the entire senior year, in general.

JENNA PICHA

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Awkward.
What is your worst memory at Lawrence?
There are no bad memories. Just learning experiences.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
The day I became BFFs with Desiree Gehl.
Best Warch meal?
Hangover brunch on Sunday
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
The term we got away with two extra roommates and Pancake.

SAMANTHA EICHELBERGER

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Exhilarating.
What is your worst memory at Lawrence?
I cried during my sophomore year audition for Cantala. Sorry, Mr. Swan and Dr. Sieck!
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
Awkward? Me? Never.
Best Warch Meal?
Thanksgiving/Christmas dinner at the end of Fall Term this year.
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
Does my entire term studying abroad in London count as one memory?

EVAN JOHNSON

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Discovery.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
Being introduced by my advisor to a professor whose class I had dropped last term.
Best Warch meal?
Ribs. And anytime they have spring rolls.
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
Playing in the Jazz Band funk concert last year.

CAITLIN BUHR

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Whirlwind.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
Bursting into tears twice during political conversations after too many drinks.
Best Warch meal?
Gyros made with seitan.

JED OESTREICH

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
BLAST!
What was your worst memory at Lawrence?
Food poisoning sophomore year.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
Meeting Jon Hope for the first time.
Best Warch meal?
Chicken Philly
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
Wine tutorial senior year.

AMANDA DWYER

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
New.
What is your worst memory at Lawrence?
Barely sleeping the week of two big tests and turning in my honors thesis.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
I was waiting to meet someone coming to campus for an interview for a project and a guy
walked in wearing a suit and had a folder and was looking around so I went up and introduced myself and asked if he was the person I was looking for and he responded with “Mr?
Who?”
Best Warch meal?
Nacho Bar!
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
Finding an octopus on our night dive in Cayman on Marine Term

SARAH LAVEN

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Hazy.
What is your worst memory at Lawrence?
Winter my freshman year. I wasn’t from the midwest and I didn’t know winter was a thing.
Best Warch meal?
Cheesy eggs.
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
LU-Aroo—it’s a weekend when campus comes alive, and I love going and performing in it.

MATTHEW CAWLEY

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Platypus.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
When I was in “Into the Woods,” there were two casts, and I was watching the other cast.
Brian Acker was playing Jack and was carrying Milky the cow, and whips around, and one
of her legs flies off into the pit and he freezes. Someone from the pit puts the leg back on
stage and he pats her and says “It’ll be alright, Milky.”
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
The night before my last performance, I couldn’t speak because I was so overwhelmed with
emotion because I was so thankful to have been part of this theater department. We started
singing “This Little Light of Mine” and everyone was crying and falling into each other’s
arms. It was beautiful.

KARI SPIEGELHALTER

PHIL BUSHBACHER

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Braces.
What is your worst memory at Lawrence?
Losing the division championship on the road at Lake Forest College. Or failing symbolic
logic, tough call.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
The first time I met Phil Luongo. Great conversation...
Best Warch meal?
Has to be the Tomato Basil Pizza. Has led to many a cheat meal for this guy.
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
This is a tough one. Athletically, beating Marian University in OT my junior year. Great to see
the faces of the guys after that win. Relay For Life has to be the other, just a tremendous
experience.

What word(s) would you use to describe your freshman year?
Lackadaisical.
Most awkward encounter you had at LU?
Remember Lawrence LikeALittle? Well, apparently, writing LikeALittle posts about cute
‘guyz’ that don’t make it blatantly obvious that you’re the one writing them is a skill I don’t
have. This makes me sound like a creep, but I swear I did it once and was so embarrassed I
never visited the site again.
Best Warch meal?
More people need to know about this. Everyone, take the broccoli and cheddar soup and
treat it like cheese fondu! Dip broccoli from the salad bar, green apples, bread, meat, tofu,
whatever. Sip a concealed Red Dog from a navy blue warch mug as you eat and you’ll feel
like you’ve lived in Wisconsin all your life.
Best memory you have had during your Lawrence career?
Leading a fellowship of seven adventurers through the Gila Wilderness of New Mexico on
my 2013 Outdoor Recreation Club spring break trip!
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Alumni chime in on how to find success post-graduation
Jeannine Schulz
Staff Writer

____________________________________

As a freshman who doesn’t even know
what my major will be, I am one of the most
un-inspirational and unqualified people to
give advice about life after graduation. That
being said, reaching out to previous alumni
combined with my unhealthy obsession
with watching commencement addresses
on YouTube provides me with the tools to
pass on (stolen) advice from people who
are far wiser and more qualified than I am.
Every time I fork over my hard-earned
savings to pay my tuition, I shake my head
and remember that some of the most influential people in America never graduated

from college. In her commencement speech
for the Tulane graduation in 2009, Ellen
DeGeneres jokingly reminded the audience
that, “I didn’t go to college at all. Any college. And I’m not saying you wasted your
time or money, but look at me, I’m a huge
celebrity.”
While success stories about people
who become outstanding in their respective fields in lieu of a college degree can
be inspirational, what I find more motivating and encouraging is advice and success
stories that come from more accessible
sources: Lawrence alumni.
“Don’t give up. It’s not original, but it’s
the most repeated advice because it’s true,”
says Lawrence alumna and current English
teacher Molly Bilse ’01. “For five years after

graduation, I took any teaching job I could
find: summer school, part-time, non-renewable contract, short- and long-term substitute. As frustrating as it was at the time, in
the long run it couldn’t have worked out
any better. Those first jobs allowed me to
make my rookie-teacher mistakes before
I ended up where I am now: the school
where I hope to stay until I retire.”
With the weight of graduation and the
world beyond looming over the Lawrence
class of 2013, Lawrence alumnus Scot Shaw
’98 offers this observation: “I have come
across far too many people who received
great educations and have great ideas but
who aren’t able to effectively communicate
them to others—or worse, who don’t see
the value in trying. The philosophy of edu-

cation at Lawrence has forced you, willingly
or not, to engage with ideas and individuals
outside of your own area of specialization. Use this experience to your advantage.
Whatever you set out to do, if you can communicate equally with experts and laity, you
will be more successful.”
Whether you’re a Lawrence student
who is just a few weeks away from graduation or, like me, you’re still being reminded
by your faculty advisor that you need to
hunker down and choose a major, Shaw is
correct that the diversity of the Lawrence
education offers opportunities for students
to encounter a multitude of thought processes instead of only allowing their minds
to fraternize with likeminded people.

Chelsey Choy

the Class of 2013 has experienced a piece
of these ever-changing innovations that
Lawrence faculty, students and alumni initiate. With the help of dedicated and selfless supporters, the Lawrence difference
is deeply intertwined into the hearts and
minds of all Lawrentians. From college to
life, this is Lawrence.
Yet to each future graduate, the
Lawrence difference is driven not only
by the academic and social values that
Lawrence teaches through collective learning and group discussion, but also through
ideas promoted by Lawrence’s well-known
campus Convocations.
This year, Convocation speakers
focused on the idea of “Thought into Action.”
Faculty and students chose this motto to
emphasize the importance of doing good
and achieving something greater than the
individual. It may sound cliché, but the
Class of 2013 has turned their thoughts of
a college that changes lives into a future
life meant for service and the individual
pursuit of their passions.
It is hard to list and explain the many
accomplishments of the class of 2013. Many
of their successes mirror the work of hours
of unseen dedicated students, Lawrence
graduates and faculty members. This
class experienced many changes, which
enhanced their learning and education.
Undoubtedly, the change that Lawrence
has made is invisible and unimaginable.
Lawrence delivers the greatest gift of a
well-rounded education.
What is college? What does a college
degree mean to you? What do you hope to
accomplish with your experiences at college? Freshmen ask this question. Seniors…
they still wonder. Although the class of
2013 may be given a degree at their graduation, their story and success extends far
beyond a single piece of paper.
The countless accomplishments of and
lives touched by the class of 2013 is the
legacy for which they will be remembered.
Their love and dedication will remain
within the heart of campus for future
Lawrentians to discover and experience.
This is the Lawrence difference. It is the
greatest gift of all.

Lawrence since 2009:
Musings from Senior Class
President Andrew Kraemer Capturing the past four years
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Senior Class President Andrew Kraemer delivers one final message to his peers.
Photo by Mathias Reed

I’m sure that the Lawrence Class of
2013 is quite similar to Lawrence classes
that preceded us. We are ardently individualistic, yet closely connected. Like other
Lawrence classes, we have had fun together
in the VR, struggled through 10th week
several times and communicated our ideas
freely and without judgment.
But what senior really cares about
classes other than the class of 2013 anyway? Don’t get me wrong. The class of 2014
is pretty sweet, the class of 2015 is young
and enthusiastic, and the class of 2016 is
finally beginning to learn what it means
to be a Lawrentian. Those classes are cool
and whatnot, but the class of 2013 is my
class—and my class is awesome. My class
is full of my stories. Remember that one
time freshman year Karl Mayer and Adam
Ross walked to Green Bay in the dead of
winter? I certainly do. Or the time that Evan
Link would come into my room and throw
pencils into my ceiling? Rose got so mad
at me. Do you remember sophomore year
when the power went out in the spring
and many people went to the quad, people
set up Tiki torches and some people had a
tire throwing competition? Or junior year…

what a year! I remember taking the hardest
classes in the econ major. Tony Darling, Max
Randolf and I would meet in the Runkel
room every day for hours for the week
preceding the big midterm. Remember that
one time we came together as a class to
celebrate our senior year?
Somehow, between these stories we
created during our time at Lawrence, we
became leaders. We changed and developed
without realizing it. Some of us took leadership roles in clubs while others became
mentors and friends to younger students.
Others became leaders in their field of
study, exemplars of how an undergraduate can excel in acedemics. We may behave
similarly to the classes that have preceded
us and we are equally qualified for “the real
world.” But don’t ever forget that we are
awesome and we are different.
Seniors, no other class understands
our stories like we do. We may never have
this many great stories that we can all share
again. Let’s share our stories and make a
few more these last few weeks at Lawrence.
I know I certainly have a few stories to finish before June 9th.

Imagine campus, desolate and quiet.
A wisp of cool air swivels around the trees.
Nature’s music rustles as the leaves and
twigs dance with the wind. The wind sighs
and sings a sweet lullaby. Birds and prancing chipmunks provide background noise
and a steady beat. The ground is moist.
Bugs crawl, fly and swarm around springtime. And cars pass on College Avenue.
Honk! One car swoops a newspaper into
the air. It flies through the air, moving right
to left, left to right. Finally, it lands right in
front of you. The headline reads, “Good-bye,
Class of 2013.”
For every member of the Class of 2013,
bittersweet emotions swell in the toughest
of hearts. After fours years of college completed, homework and Senior Experience
projects finished, these memories and emotions are well earned. The journey was long
and difficult, yet fun and passionate. From
party to party, class to class, professor to
professor and the longest winter imaginable to cooler spring days, 2012 to 2013
characterizes itself as the greatest academic
year in Lawrence history.
Still, what makes this year’s graduating
class so special is not their collective GPA
or how many students got accepted into
graduate school, but how they embrace the
mentality of a liberal arts student. President
Beck’s legacy created many opportunities
for students to experience the benefits of a
liberal mindset.
Not only did Lawrence’s prestige
increase from 2005 until 2013, but the
Lawrence Fund and campus expanded as
well. Lawrence’s national recognition in
“Colleges that Change Lives,” Lawrence’s
41st out of 600 colleges ranking listed in
Forbes.com and Lawrence’s 6th ranking in
professor accessibility in 2010 celebrated
the growing anticipation of future graduates like the Class of 2013. To top it off, in
2009, the completion and grand opening of
the Warch Campus Center founded a place
for students, alumni and on-campus organizations to eat, study and grow collectively.
Lawrence continues to improve every
year. From 2009 to 2013, each member of
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Student-run Rabbit Gallery appears in its third incarnation
Natalie Schermer
A&E Editor

_______________________

On Thursday, May 16, the
Rabbit Gallery opened its newly
logo-embellished doors again for
another brief interlude of art in
downtown Appleton. The opening
reception offered refreshments
and invited students, professors
and community members to come
explore the newly renovated and
decorated space and admire a
plethora of diverse, exciting art.
Self-described as “Appleton’s
own pop-up gallery,” the Rabbit
Gallery has appeared in different
locations every Spring since 2011.
As a pop-up gallery, the point is to
take advantage of for-sale, empty
store fronts that can harm small
communities and use them cost
effectively to both promote local
artists and help the space find
a buyer, permanently filling the
empty window. Everybody benefits: Artists get to showcase their
works at a low cost, property
owners get better-looking spaces
and downtown Appleton gets a
valuable, if temporary, addition to
its community.
The Rabbit Gallery describes
its mission as aiming “to create a bridge between Lawrence
University and the Appleton community by providing opportuni-

ties for both student and local
artists to display and sell their
work, while aiding in the development of the downtown Appleton
area.” The gallery has three main
goals: To assist students in selling
their art for a lower commission
than normal galleries, to improve
the community in helping to sell
an unused property and to help
Lawrence students, especially
those involved in the arts, learn
about the financial and entrepreneurial side of things.
The gallery was originally
conceived of by students in 2010 in
a course called Entrepreneurship
in the Arts and is now in its third
incarnation. This year’s Gallery
came to fruition under the leadership of a six-student team: seniors
Mari Ayala, Allison Bjork, Deborah
Levinson, Anam Shahid, Jonathan
Vanko and freshman Aleisha
Barton. They were assisted and
advised by Associate Professor of
Art Rob Neilson and Lecturer of
Economics Gary Vaughn.
In order to achieve their
vision, the group fundraised a
huge amount, eventually reaching and just surpassing their goal
of $1,750, which was put toward
rent, utilities, renovation, advertising and the gallery opening. The
space they are using used to house
an art supply store and, thanks to
renovation, is almost unrecogniz-

Students, professors and community members mingle and admire art at the grand opening of the third location of the Rabbit Gallery.
Photo by Emma Moss

able from before.
At the opening reception,
Levinson, the gallery’s Project
Coordinator, spoke a bit about
this year’s gallery and its works,
thanking donators, supporters
and her fellow student leaders.
This year’s gallery features an
impressive 55 works by 45 artists in various media, including

painting, sculpture, photography,
ceramics and mixed media. The
contributing artists range from
students to professors to community members.
This year, the Rabbit Gallery
is located at 10 E. College Ave,
inside the City Center and just
a short walk away, especially in
the lovely spring weather. Take a

break and stroll down to see the
diverse selection of art before it’s
gone! The gallery will be in business until June 8, and will be open
on Wednesday and Thursday from
4-8 p.m., Friday 4-9 p.m., Saturday
9 a.m.-3 p.m. and Sunday 12-3
p.m. Visit before it pops back out
of sight!

Percussion ensemble presents diverse Wind Ensemble finishes the
repertoire with worldwide influences year with a strong concert
Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer

_______________________

On Sunday, May 19 the
Lawrence University Percussion
Ensemble was directed and conducted by percussionist and
teacher Michael Truesdell ’06 in
their spring concert, featuring
members of the percussion studio,
Kinkaviwo, Sambistas and guest
artist Nani Agbeli. The afternoon
concert was composed of contemporary classical works by Steve
Reich, Owen Clayton Condon and
Mark Applebaum and then their
“World Music Medley,” made up
of traditional African, Cuban and
Brazilian songs and dances.
Jumping right into the contemporary percussion world,
the concert opened with minimalist composer Steve Reich’s

“Drumming, Part I,” which featured a quartet playing eight
bongos. Originally influenced by
Ghanaian ewe drums, the bongos
were tuned to create Reich’s characteristic style of repetitions of a
pattern, but with slight changes.
Each member phased in and out
of the thick texture, mesmerizing the listener with the intricate
rhythms and patterns displaced
by maybe a fourth of a beat.
Next on the program
came Owen Clayton Condon’s
“Fractalia,” which is made up of
four musicians, with each pair on
a marimba and then each individual having their own set of
drums. Another piece in the minimalist realm, it encompasses lush
melodic lines in the marimba as
well as interjecting beats laid
down by playing both the heads
and sides of drums.
The third piece, “30” by Mark

Applebaum, can really only be
described as modern. Truesdell
explained how the piece is the
merging of three pieces. It is made
up of percussion soloist, senior
Kristin Olson, a quartet that was
conducted by Truesdell and a
septet, which was directed only
by stop watches and time markings in their parts. Olson stuck to
cowbells, woodblocks and other
instruments in that category,
while each member of the quartet
had his or her own set up of a bass
drum, cymbals, congas and other
percussion toys.
While still maintaining a
sense of musicality and story,
Applebaum’s septet was doing
any number of activities: Swinging
plumbing tubes and hand saws,
pouring water, blowing bubbles,
lighting a candle, ripping paper,

was either to improvise using
melodies very close to the original
or to take the piece in a completely different direction. Both
options were explored throughout
the night.
The group started with an
Appalachian folk song entitled
“Black is the Colour.” The vibraphone began with a sequence of
dyads, which were complimented
by the piano. Gradual entrances
of viola, violin and trumpet filled
in the texture. There was a good
build of energy that trailed off,
shaping the piece into a wellrounded arc. Following that was
a “surfabilly” tune by the Swanks
called “Ghost Train.” The song
evoked what one would imagine

the 1960s West Coast punk scene
to be.
“Camptown Races,” a 19thcentury minstrel song, was the
first piece that brought out the
fullest potential of the group’s texture: guitars, flute, assorted electronics and percussion and tuba
included.
A protest song, “Joe Hill,”
brought a new spoken word element to the group. An ominous
sound was produced from plucking the inside of the piano, piercing spurts from the flute and an
out-of-tune acoustic guitar. Great
dynamic contrasts allowed the
vocalist to be heard whether he
was whispering or shouting.

See page 9

IGLU performs Americana highlights
the subtle differences within the genre
Cameron Carrus
Staff Writer

________________________

The Improvisation Group of
Lawrence University is a large
ensemble of unusual instrumentation that prides itself on being
able to improvise in any style.
Last Sunday, May 19 in Harper
Hall, the group tried their hand at
Americana, an old-time folk music
with American roots that encompasses protest songs, minstrel
songs, spirituals and more.
Lecturer of Music Matt
Turner, the director of the ensemble, explained that the members
of the ensemble learned the pieces by ear and their goal from there

See page 9

Lauren Nokes
Staff Writer

_________________________

After an amazing season
of making music, the Lawrence
University Wind Ensemble gave
their final concert on May 18 in
Memorial Chapel, featuring a wide
variety of works showcasing their
skill and musical range.
They began with Morton
Gould’s “American Salute,” a
brassy, patriotic, crowd-pleasing
but more sophisticated reimagining of the civil war song, “When
Johnny Comes Marching Home.”
Wind Ensemble embraced the
bombast and delivered a good performance of this enjoyable, albeit
somewhat simplistic, song. After
all, whose blood isn’t stirred when
they hear a marching band play
some fun, loud familiar tunes?
The faster tempo at the end really
heightened the excitement.
For their second work,
Lawrence alum Mark Fonder ’77
conducted Norma Dello Joio’s
“Fantasies on a Theme by Haydn.”
Far from the Baroque piece that
one might expect considering
that its name includes “Haydn,”
this piece seemingly took a melody from Haydn and then took it
through its paces in the context
of many different musical styles,
from the intense and somber to
the light-hearted and bouncy.
The evening took a more emotional turn with Professor Fred
Sturm’s “Breathing.” Sturm told
the audience the truly remarkable
story of the piece’s composition.
Nine years ago, he was diagnosed
with cancer. A former student, a
renowned doctor, connected him
with one of the best oncologists
and surgeons in the country. After
he underwent surgery, his student
told him that from then on he
would have to focus on breath-

ing every day and every moment.
This student, a saxophonist, had
married a fellow Lawrentian, who
played trumpet. Sturm wrote this
piece, “Breathing,” as a duet for
saxophone and trumpet to thank
them for saving his life.
Later, Professor Patty Darling
recorded a solo piano arrangement of the piece. And then, last
year, Sturm arranged the work
for wind band. One of his friends
is the band director at Newton
High School, the town that was
the site of the recent elementary school shooting. He asked
Sturm if he knew of any pieces
that would be particularly healing for his students to play in
the aftermath of this tragedy.
Sturm arranged “Breathing” for
this band, which Wind Ensemble
has now finally performed. They
performed it with all the proper
tenderness, making for a magical
listening experience. It’s a gentle
and truly beautiful work that provided a welcome change from the
more rhythmic works that Wind
Ensemble usually performs.
As their grand finale, the
ensemble
performed
Paul
Hindemith’s “Symphony in B-flat.”
I personally found this piece difficult to access, especially after the
openness of the last piece. Here
there was more of a focus on managing the rather mechanical interplay of the various themes, featuring a lot of trumpet solos. I found
it difficult to follow this work and
come out at the end with a definite sense of its musical purpose.
However, one cannot deny that the
ensemble played it well.
Wind Ensemble will not be
the same next year without the
graduating members, who were
such an integral part of its success
this year, but I think we can all
expect great things in the future
from this group of talented musicians.
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Spring Student Film Festival features variety of original works
Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer

_________________________

Next Tuesday, May 28, from
6:30 to 10 p.m., Visiting Professor
Catherine Tatge and her film students will be premiering several
short films they have been working on for the rest of campus to
view in the Spring Student Film
Festival. The assortment of short
films will contain a variety of footage, including dance clips and narratives. The last five films will be
documentaries created by groups
of students, often in different
classes. As a preview to the festival and their films, several of the
students involved offered insight
into the making and inspiration

behind their creations.
Senior Camilla Grove ‘13
and sophomores Alex Babbitt
and Austin Rohaly will premiere
their short documentary called
“Rooted,” which is about Hmong
youths in Appleton and their
struggle to stay true to their culture while also living in American
culture. Grove writes, “The best
part of making the film was when
a Hmong student from Appleton
North invited us to her home. Alex
Babbitt and I helped make traditional Hmong and Thai food with
her parents, grandmother, aunts,
cousins and siblings,” and added
that, “The Hmong community
members we got to speak with
are all excited to see the finished
product.” “Rooted” will be the first
of the documentaries to premiere
on Tuesday.

Another documentary, created by junior Kate Siakpere,
freshman Zach Ben-Amots and
sophomore
Nancy
Corona,
called “Adelante,” focuses on the
undocumented Latino youths in
the Appleton area. Specifically,
the documentary focuses on the
struggles these minors face in
the local setting. Siakpere writes
about her group, “In my group
we really didn’t know each other
in the beginning of the production. But afterwards, even though
we are in different grades and
[from] different backgrounds we
really got to know each other and
worked great together to make
what I think is a truly wonderful
film.”
Grove and Siakpere’s groups
were just two of the five documentary groups. The other three films

are “Homeless Veterans of the
Fox Valley” by sophomore Peter
Emery, freshman Finn Bjornerud
and junior Frank Lieberman;
“Walking Alone” by sophomores
Nathan Lawrence and Vincent
Tran and junior Alfredo Duque;
and “Sex Trafficking in the Fox
Valley,” by junior Maisha Rahman,
freshman Alexcia Jellum and
sophomore Pat Commins.
Senior Patrick Pylvainen put
together a screen dance for the
film festival inspired by both the
pedestrian and dance movements.
Pylvainen describes the inspiration for his film thusly: “It chronicles a routine of getting ready to
go rowing, but since the weather
has been bad this term it is about
the desire to be on the water but
having to row in the gym.” Unlike
grave and Siakpere, both of whom

assumed to be a rather simple
song. Not as effective, unfortunately, was the group’s rendition
of a song about the common 1-56-4 chord progression and an
original love song. Though the
composition’s melody and harmonies seemed solid, something just
didn’t seem to make the final connection to a full stage presence for
the song.
Lawrence’s co-ed a capella
group, The Appletones, followed
with a set featuring Gotye’s
“Somebody That I Used to Know”
and Maroon 5’s “Payphone.”
Though both have quickly become
standards for college a capella,
The Appletones were able to
infuse them with their own energy and gravitas, creating a truly
unique Appletones experience.
Particularly notable was

sophomore Maggie Ward’s featured performance in “Payphone,”
which she saturated with incredible emotional insight, transforming the song from a simple popular hit into a mournful song about
the mistakes we can all make in
romance.
Though not particularly surprising or new, Conchordance’s
set was entertaining to behold.
Anna Shea was a fantastic vocal
percussionist, even showing off
her skills in a showdown with
the other vocal percussionists
from The Huskie Hunks and The
Appletones.
As we bid farewell to all the
graduating seniors participating
in this new tradition, let us look to
next year with high hopes for more
great music from Conchordance
and The Appletones.

continued from page 8

Lawrence a cappella joins for concert LUPE
Nathan Lawrence

Staff Writer

_______________________

T h e A p p l e t o n e s ,
Conchordance and special guest
performers the Huskie Hunks
of Northern Illinois University
gathered together in the Warch
Campus Center’s Esch-Hurvis
Studio Sunday, May 19, for a night
in celebration of that staple of any
twenty-first century university
campus: A capella music.
The Hunks opened the evening with their set, notably featuring a rousing rendition of Imagine
Dragons’ “Radioactive.” The
arrangement and performance
was so effective that it forced this
author to entirely forget his preconceived notions of what he had

Civic Life

continued from page 1

and why we cannot take it for
granted.”
Five student-produced documentaries premiered to the
Appleton community that morning, which ranged in topic from
sex trafficking in Appleton to a
look inside the local Hmong community.
The culmination of the project has been a long time coming.
Students who made documentaries registered to be part of the
project during spring term of the
2011-2012 school year. They then
spent the fall, winter and most of
spring terms brainstorming with
one another, forming their own
production crews and shooting
and editing the final cuts of their
films.
For junior Kate Siakpere, the
opportunity to participate in the

Chaney

continued from page 1
epitome of the liberal mind” and
the “liberally educated individual.”
He believes that “the best way to
produce them [liberally educated
individuals] is that faculty be that
way ourselves [as Chaney was].”
Podair finds Chaney to be a good
example for students in this way.
Chaney is Podair’s role model
because his thirst for learning was
unquenchable. Podair feels that
the world of learning for Chaney
was so vast, but he never got
bored of learning even as he got
older. Podair commented, “Chaney
was engaged in the life of mind

project was one she couldn’t pass
up.
“I thought it would be a great
opportunity, especially to get out
in the community,” said Siakpere,
who has a self-designed film
major but had never worked on a
documentary film. “Because I feel
like that’s something that we at
Lawrence aren’t really good at…
[it’s like] we’re up in this tower
looking down at [Appleton].”
Siakpere worked on a film
that looked into Appleton’s Latino
community, which she felt was
particularly relevant due to the
political climate in the United
States.
When asked why she felt her
documentary was important particularly to the Appleton community, she said, “We looked at [the
Fox Cities LIFE Study], which is
pretty much like a census that is
unique to Appleton, [and it] had a
bunch of statistics. One thing that

until the day he died.” Podair further points out that students can
view learning as a thing that lasts
a lifetime. Alongside Chaney’s
scholarship, he is also famous for
having a good sense of humor.
Chaney is well known for saying
that he didn’t think that any good
music had been composed after
1791. Podair recalled that he once
asked Chaney how he felt about
being 83, and Chaney responded, “Oh, it’s like being 82 again.”
Podair commented that “Chaney
was perpetually in a good mood.”
Chaney was a tough professor, but students respected him
nonetheless. “He possessed a
towering intellect,” said Senior

I found interesting was that the
Latino population [is] the fastest
growing population in Appleton,
but I never see them anywhere.
With immigration reform, especially with the Dream Act, I knew
that I wanted to put light to an
issue that was on a national level,
but also a local level.”
Sophomore Nathan Lawrence
worked on a film entitled
“Walking Alone,” which investigated the issue of bullying within the
LGBTQ community in Appleton.
Regarding the screening, he said,
“It was the first time I saw how
many community members could
be affected by the issues we were
addressing. That was pretty powerful.”
Tatge shared Lawrence’s sentiments. “I obviously was thrilled
with the turnout and how impressive our students were at leading
the conversations. The event was
more than I expected.”

Stephen Nordin, “He carried himself in lectures and conversation
like a friend who knew something
interesting he wanted to share,
rather than someone intent on
proving their own brilliance.”
Chaney held salon in his home
with students, where they talked
about “serious things frivolously,
and frivolous things seriously.”
For Podair, Chaney is unforgettable. He feels almost as if
Chaney is still here and that he
can see him again every corner
he walks around. “When I walk
down the Lawrence Street, I see
his apartment, and I almost feel
like I can see him coming out. It is
bittersweet.”

clicking pens, breaking sticks
or ripping duct tape. The quartet then tried their hand at some
choreography in the “gesture section,” adding individual and group
gestures in rhythm with the soloist’s lines. It was a performance
unlike any I’d ever seen, but not
too shocking knowing the range
of music in the percussion genre.
The second half of the concert was made up of the other side
of percussion studies at Lawrence:
world music. The “World Music
Medley” was completely designed
and rehearsed by students:
seniors Kristin Olson and Patrick
Marschke, junior Eli Edelman and
sophomore Luke Rivard and fea-

IGLU

continued from page 8
“Whippoorwill,” a Native
American song, began with a
wooden flute paired with more
noises from the inside of the
piano. The sparser texture consisted of electronics and periodic
guitar feedback. The quality of the
song was almost meditative.
Though the genre was limited to “Americana,” IGLU did a
great job of bringing out the differences within that genre. They
played “Bury the Bottle With Me,”
a straight ahead country song, and
then turned around to sing an
a cappella bluesy spiritual called
“If He Change My Name.” Their
change of mood, texture and
instrumentation kept the crowd
engaged for the entire concert.
For most of the concert, it was
hard to distinguish the electronics
from the live sound in the room.
However, the electronics played
an interesting role in “John Hardy
vs. John Henry,” an old traditional
song. An old-time recording of the
original song was played, then
a jarring and explosive wave of

Student

continued from page 4
Everyone is similar socially, academically, and athletically; we’re
all in similar situations. We all get
each other because we’re going
through the same things.”
The bonds of athletes form
families away from home, bringing players together as teams and

have previous experience in film,
Pylvainen is not a film student.
“This is my first time working
with cameras, so this project for
me was a great way to expose
myself to a new medium and to try
out something new.” His screendance is one of seven that will be
premiered at the Spring Student
Film Festival.
I would encourage all
Lawrentians to attend the student Film Festival this coming
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. The topics of the films are diverse and
there is sure to be something for
everyone. Furthermore, the documentary topics are sure to shed
light on the community in which
Lawrence resides, something we
can all miss staying inside the
Lawrence bubble.
tured the percussion studio as
well as non-majors involved in the
Ghanaian ensemble Kinkaviwo
and Brazilian ensemble Sambistas.
This concert in particular also
welcomed back alumni who came
back to learn from and perform
with guest artist Nani Agebeli, a
leading Ghanaian dancer throughout the country.
Between the energy of the
Kinka dancers, led by Nani, call
and response singing and drumming with traditional Afro-Cuban
songs and the always-overwhelming power of the Brazilian
Sambistas, the medley was the
perfect conclusion to both the
concert and the year. Brimming
over with energy, LUPE ended the
year with a bang (pun definitely
intended).
sound followed. Near the middle
of the song, the original recording
emerged out of the texture, presumably cued by a violin suddenly
quoting the melody.
The concert concluded with
the group’s rendition of the Lead
Belly classic, “Goodnight, Irene.” It
featured Dean of the Conservatory
Brian Pertl on jaw harp. While this
last song seemed a bit cheesy, with
antics including a kazoo choir and
a swaying buddy-buddy voice trio,
the catchy nature of the song and
group vocals at the end were a
definite crowd-pleaser. Audience
members were singing along by
the end of the song.
Compared to IGLU’s previous concerts this year, the group
showed a greater confidence in
their playing, as well as a maturity
and patience in knowing when not
to play. Their set was coherent yet
varied, and they took great care
in their programming to make
sure that it was an engaging concert the whole way through. It
was a fantastic last concert of the
year, showing how the group has
evolved and what they are capable
of producing.
as a broader athletic community,
while connecting the whole campus as a close-knit group of multiinterested young people. The
hardworking Vikings that make
Lawrence University so proud,
deserve recognition not only in
the heat of competition, but also
in the classroom, the social scene
and all the facets of life that help
make the student-athlete a wellrounded individual.
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Progress and religion

STAFF EDITORIAL

Christian Stillings

Farewell, Madam President

Columnist

________________________

Dear President Beck,

“Out with the old, in with the new.” Whoever originated that phrase, Madam President, never
had the pleasure of meeting you.
Many Lawrentians may only have encountered you when they received their inaugural
handshake as trembling freshmen or, as in the case of the class of 2013, sometime later. But your
contributions to our campus and student body over your nine years as president are innumerable.
There’s a prevailing myth among students that you are uninvolved in student affairs. Nothing
could be further from the truth. When you weren’t out convincing people to invest their money in
a small liberal arts college in northern Wisconsin (is there a more challenging job during a national
financial crisis?), you were attending or hosting events at Lawrence and welcoming students into
your office to hear about campus issues.
The class of 2013 entered Lawrence in the fall when Downer Commons was still the nexus of
student life. When the Warch Campus Center opened that winter, they became the last class to have
that important comparison, a personal memory of the mark you left on our campus. The Campus
Center exists because of the work you put into leading the More Light! fundraising campaign, and
the class of 2013 need only hark back to the first term of their freshman year for a reminder of what
it was like to play culinary Russian roulette.
Since coming to Lawrence in 2004, your contributions have been noticeable in every part of
campus. You brought us LU-R1, the Posse program, dance classes, not to mention the countless little
improvements we’ve never taken the time to notice. You revamped Björklunden and introduced
Senior Experience. You supported sorely needed renovations in residence halls and other buildings across campus. As other universities around the nation cut faculty members, the number of
Lawrence teaching positions increased by 27 percent and the student body by 10 percent. Under
your tenure, we have grown both intellectually and literally.
May your future endeavors be as enjoyable as your time at Lawrence. We wish you only the
best.
							

-We at The Lawrentian

Preventing public tablet photography
Bob Trettin
Staff Writer

________________________

Have you ever taken a picture
or video with your iPad or tablet in public? Did you know that
that’s illegal? Congress recently
and rather quietly—I bet you
haven’t heard about it—passed a
law regulating the use of the camera function on all iPads and other
tablets in public locations.
I came across this new law
after conducting some necessary research. You see, not too
long ago I was in
Chicago
for
the
Big Ten
Men’s

PHOTO
POLL

Basketball
Tournament.
Whilst watching this epic
sporting event, I noticed
a fellow spectator using his
iPad to take pictures of the arena,
unaware that his large ‘camera’
was distracting others and blocking the action on the court.
He also looked ridiculous. At

one point, he asked if I might
take a stupid picture of him and
his stupid friend with his stupid
iPad; I reluctantly complied out of
stupid politeness. I felt ridiculous
and stupid.
It also happened to be St.
Patrick’s Day weekend, and while
watching the famous dyeing of
the river, I noticed another man
using a tablet to take pictures of
the scene and multiple, multiple
selfies, just way too many selfies,
with the tablet. He was just asking
for a fight. And not only because of
the usage of his tablet, but he was
also wearing a “Fight Me I’m Irish”
t-shirt.

After witnessing these
displays of public tabl e t
photography, I went on the internet to see if there was anyone else
who might be trying to put a stop
to this absurd behavior. As it turns
out, it is already definitely against
the law. Yes, it’s very much illegal,

so stop it, forever.
Apparently, a common citizen
named Art Nonymous approached
his senator about introducing a
piece of legislation that would
prohibit tablet photography in
public locations on the grounds of
it being public stupidity.
When asked why he felt so
strongly about the matter, this
totally real person who exists stated “Because people should use a
fucking camera.” And pretty much
everyone in government agreed,
and now it’s a law.
Law enforcement officers are
now responsible for “Public Tablet
Photography Prevention,” or PTPP.

Public tablet photography, or PTP,
generally brings about a fine consistent with half of however much
the particular tablet in question
originally cost. Alternatively, officers will have the option of confis-

See Page 11

“Les Haygood, we could
cook delicious dinners
together every night.”
- Camille Dozier

Photo poll by
Mathias Reed and
Katie Crawford

“Due to the recent housing
crisis, if you
had to live with
a professor next
year, who would
you pick?”

Earlier this year, I attended
the Convocation for new students during Welcome Week.
President Beck spoke for it, and
I remember her expressing her
hope that, among other things,
Lawrence would produce “moral
students.” If I could ask her one
question before her departure
from Lawrence, it would be: What
did you mean by “moral” in that
context?
My intuition says that she
wouldn’t have a particularly clear
answer to the question. I don’t
say that with certainty, as I don’t
know her well. However, I think
there’s a problematic modern tendency against having well-defined
ideals, which in this case would
be “moral” ideals. Further, I think
that this tendency against ideals
plagues Lawrence’s intellectual
environment.
Most people are able to manage daily life well enough without a comprehensive set of ideals.
It’s generally not difficult to live
according to civil law and socially accepted behavioral norms.
However, I think that when people
advocate for change and for “progress,” the problem of not-havingideals is brought into focus.
Some of President Barack
Obama’s campaign slogans in
2008 and 2012 provide excellent
material for examination here. On
their own, the slogans actually tell
us very little.
He campaigned in ’08 for
“Hope” and “Change.” For what
do we “hope?” What do we want
to “change,” and how should we
“change” it? In his 2012 campaign, he used the idea of pressing “Forward.” Alright, but where
exactly are we going?
I’m not accusing President
Obama of failing to answer these
questions. Both times, he campaigned for specific political policies, and I can’t know whether
or not his personal convictions
include a comprehensive and consistent set of ideals.
However, I think it would be
fair to say that many people who
vigorously supported his campaigns lacked clear and comprehensive personal ideals, and I’d
say that of his political opponents’
supporters, as well.
G. K. Chesterton, of whose
writings and moustache I’m enormously fond, had a neat habit of
stealing all of my best “original”
thoughts about a century ago. He
adeptly addressed the matter of
progress in his book “Heretics:”
“Nobody has any business to use
the word ‘progress’ unless he has

a definite creed and a cast-iron
set of morals.” In the intellectual circles of his day, there was a
tendency to advocate for unclear
tenets of “progress.” “The modern
man is fond of advocating for ‘liberty’, for ‘progress’, and for ‘education’. Each of these,” he remarked,
“is a dodge to avoid discussing
what is good.”
In late March, the United
States Supreme Court deliberated
over the definition of American
civil marriage. Many Lawrence
students will remember the corresponding “red equal sign” profile
pictures that flooded Facebook,
each declaring its bearer’s support for “marriage equality.”
I got involved in several
conversations at the time on the
subject of “marriage.” If a person sported the picture, I already
knew a portion of his or her philosophy of marriage. However, I
was interested in asking “deeper”
questions: How do you define a
marriage? What principles should
be true of a marital relationship?
What do you think the state’s
involvement should be in matters
of marriage?
I never received any personally satisfying answers to these
questions. I’m sure that people
whose profiles bore the picture
were acting against what they sincerely believed to be an injustice.
However, isn’t it a little silly for a
person to say “I think that [x relationship] should be considered a
marriage” and then to say “I don’t
really know what I think a marriage is?”
In my observation, institutional religion has long been a
comfortable home for ideals. In
Christianity, the term “sin” actually comes from an archery term
meaning “to miss the mark.”
There are standards of right
relationship with God and with
one another, and to sin is to fail
to meet these ideals. I’ve found
that Catholicism is particularly
comprehensive and steadfast with
its ideals. As a Catholic, I “hope”
for specific things and want to
“change” the world in very particular ways. I have a specific idea
of where we should move “forward” to.
In my observation, few secular thinkers develop theories of
ideals anywhere near as comprehensive as Catholic teaching. If a
secular thinker or group proposes
a comprehensive set of ideals,
that’s great—they and religious
thinkers can intelligently and constructively compare ideas.
However, I fear that the
increasing secularization of
Western culture will continue
to erode our collective ability to
intelligibly figure out where we’re
“progressing” to at all.

“Peter Thomas, butterfly
genitalia.”
- Jake Valente

“Keith Powell, he’s a brassy
man.”
- Steve Wasilczuk
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Marika Straw
Staff Writer

_________________________

My dear fellow graduating
Lawrentians:
In a few weeks you will go
out into the world to do whatever
it is you do. When you do this, you
will be confronted with a series
of choices. How to live. What to
do for a living. How to treat other
people.
What to do with your free
time. How to spend your money.
Who to be. While you have
encountered many of these choices before, after graduating from
Lawrence you will experience
them on a new scale and with new
repercussions. My plea to you, as a
fellow Lawrentian, is this: Please
make your choices carefully and
compassionately.
As cliché as this statement
may have become from the endless repetitions of the admissions
office and “life of the mind” lectures, you are about to graduate
from a higher education institution that has hopefully prepared
you to think for yourself. Even
though it may not feel like it when
you are applying for jobs, you are
one of relatively few people in the
world to receive such an excellent
education.
This is a privilege and a gift—
treat it as such. The privilege of
receiving an education that has
trained you how to think and
solve problems comes with an
obligation: To use it. Use it to help
make the choices you will inevitably have to make. The choices that
you make will not be the same
choices I will make, and that is
okay. Everyone’s path is different,
and there are many ways to live
well.

Rwanda

continued from page 1

jokes, the importance of the event
was apparent in Raffel beseeching the radio audience, “Come on
guys, just donate,” he said. “Even
after they set that number, I didn’t
think we were going to get it. I
remember in the last twenty minutes going into the phone room
and saying, ‘This isn’t going to
happen.’ And the GlobeMed people, and everyone in there, said,
‘It is.’ And then it did. And it felt
incredible to get there.” Felzan
agreed, “It was cool to play in the

I only ask that when you are
making choices, you try to keep
in mind the following advice from
Gandhi: “Whenever you are in
doubt [...] apply the following test:
Recall the face of the poorest and
the weakest man whom you may
have seen and ask yourself if the
step you contemplate is going to
be of any use to him. Will he gain
anything by it?” Then that is the
choice you should make.
This may seem like a difficult quote to live by, and on the
one hand, it is. The great German
poet Rainer Maria Rilke once said,
“They are difficult things with
which we have been charged;
almost everything serious is difficult and everything is serious.”
To choose and continue to
choose a life that is consciously dedicated to the sentiment
embodied in Gandhi’s quote
means viewing everything as serious and that does make life challenging. However, I believe wholeheartedly that we as Lawrentians
are exceptionally prepared and
empowered to live by this quote
and make great change through
it—if we so choose.
Yet living by Gandhi’s quote
doesn’t have to mean making this
choice and structuring your whole
life around it—it just means
remembering, as you go about
your life, that your choices have
an impact on other people and on
the world around you. So maybe
you screw up sometimes.
That’s okay. The point is not
to be perfect but to be mindful and
to try to make good choices. If you
always remember who you are,
who you want to be and how your
actions are affecting others, then
it will be more than adequate.
The best of luck to you all
with all of your choices, and all of
your lives.

studio, but the best part was raising so much money.”
Raffel and Schubach hope
that this year kicked off an inaugural event, and they plan to be
back with Radio for Rwanda next
year. Raffel said, “I am just so
astounded by the entire thing.
Being in there with so many people—so many people who truly,
truly cared—was just something
out of this world. Since it’s been
over, whenever I see anybody who
was involved, we kind of give each
other a special look, because we
all know that we went through
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Last week’s “Letter to the Editor” provoked a strong negative response from many people on
campus. The letter argued that a Christian woman’s role is to be submissive to her husband, that
being a housewife is the “true calling of all women, with few exceptions,” and that “all Christian
women should do likewise.”
I’m writing this retort as a Christian man in strong opposition to this letter. I am quite
offended, uncomfortable and concerned with these statements. While I agree that housewives
are often times degraded and that their sacrifice is undervalued, I cannot stress enough how
strongly opposed I am to the idea that all women are called to be submissive housewives. Also,
it is completely fine with me that the author has strong personal beliefs—everyone is entitled to
their opinion—but by declaring that this particular way of life is the way that all Christian women
should live is not okay.
One thing I have loved about my time at Lawrence has been discussing religious beliefs with
a wide variety of people from different denominations, cultures, countries and religions. Pretty
much everyone I have talked with is able to see value in another’s belief and understand his or her
perspective. Not all Christians are radical and close-minded! Yet, it seems as though the loudest
opinions out there are the opinions of the extremists, while the more moderate have to undergo
the scrutiny of those who lump them in with those extremist views.
Last week’s letter did a good job of getting people riled up and talking about religion, which I
think this campus could use more of. However, after reading the letter I felt compelled to voice my
belief that Christians who ostracize themselves with such radical statements are perpetuating a
misleading image of Christians as a whole, and making people mad instead of spreadin’ the luvin’.
There is a panel being held on May 28th at 7:30 p.m. in Esch-Hurvis, where members of
the Lawrence Christian Fellowship will answer religious questions submitted by the Lawrence
Community. I encourage you to go and I can assure you it will be an open-minded, healthy debate.
Sincerely,
Drew Donica

Saxton

continued from page 3
stand up for rape victims too!
If anything, I think JC would
rally with women for their rights.
He would walk with the gays for
marriage and he would ardently
support anti-racism. Because, as I
remember it, Jesus loves everyone,
especially those that some “model
Christians” hate and abuse.
Just for the record, being a
feminist is not about being a slut
career woman who hates men and
children and can only come with a

Relevance

continued from page 3
partly from a wrong conception of
the kind of goods which philosophy strives to achieve.” Philosophy
does not exist to provide an easy
answer, to make money or to solve
the world’s problems. Philosophy
is the study that fills the niche of
studying the questions that cannot be scientifically answered; is
the logical comparison of diverse
worldviews; and is the reflection
upon the fundamentals of exis-

Tablet

continued from page 10
cation, in which case the owner of
the tablet will be able to retrieve
his or her device after a week’s
time from the police station, at
which time they will also receive
“a stern talking to” about public stupidity, as stated in the law,
which is real. Although it is officially the job of the police to handle situations of PTP, United States
citizens are also being called upon

“Karen Carr, because she’s
consistently cool.”
- Susannah Gilbert

“Timothy X. Troy, because
we’d get into shenanigans.”
- Joram Zbichorski

vibrator and the ecstasy of female
empowerment.
Feminism is standing up
to people like you, authoress.
Correcting your misinformation
so a new generation of girls and
women can grow to love themselves, to value their bodies and
their desires and to be in fulfilling relationships that cater to the
needs of both partners, not just
the man’s.
You do you, that’s your right.
But, please, bestow the same
courtesy to women who do not
make the same choices in life as
you. You may not have tea with

them every Wednesday, but they
deserve to be sex-loving, ball
breaking, working women if they
so choose. Feminism (in my gorgeous opinion) is the right to have
that choice and the right not to
have to apologize for the path you
choose. Let’s support each other
by allowing all women to make
their own choices in life. There
isn’t a singular right or wrong way
to live. There is nobility in every
lifestyle a woman chooses, as long
as she has chosen what she wants
instead of what someone else
wants for her.

to help put a stop to these offenders as a public service.
Therefore, if you see someone using their iPad as a camera,
you are encouraged to approach
them and say something along the
lines of, “Hey man/lady, cut that
out! You look silly right now,” and
then suggest that they use their
phone or camera to take their pictures like a normal person.
Unfortunately
the
law
neglected to address iPad minis.
Apparently Congress figured that
no one would ever actually buy
one of those anyway. I mean,

they’re pretty much just like an
iPad except smaller and worse.
They are also similar to an iPhone,
only they’re bigger and they don’t
make calls and they’re more
expensive. Why are these a thing?
Anyway, this PTPP law is
just the beginning of a government crackdown on public idiocy. Apparently, it is part of an
attempt to restore certain aspects
of America’s image. So watch out,
people who carry dogs around in
your purses, and just about everyone on Bravo TV.

tence, humanity and the unknown.
Philosophy is worthwhile,
and it is worthwhile not only
because it trains one to think
rationally and analytically, but
also because it shows one that
the world is more strange, more
impartial and vastly more varied
than what most people blindly
assume. Instead of a world revolving around strictly human concerns, philosophy shows one that
the world is not something to be
viewed from a personal perspective, but something that we are in

“Peter Peregrine, because
of his inspiring beard of
knowledge.”
- Izzy Vaintrub

“Tim Spurgin, so I could
steal all his bow ties for
myself.”
- Catherine Lynch

only by accident and that we share
with others. It gives one a less selfish point of view. The study of philosophy frees one from prejudice
by considering questions clearly
and with no personal bias, setting
aside emotional opinions and disregarding dogmatic ones.
The study of philosophy is
worthwhile because although it
doesn’t solve the mysteries of the
universe, it widens one’s perspective and makes one an open-minded observer and participant of the
world.

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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There would be decimeters and
thermometers installed in each
room and areas that tend to be
very loud would be discounted as
would rooms that get very cold
or hot.
• Allow both large corporations and small local businesses
to advertise (for a fee) in the practice rooms. Who knows, maybe
a generous sponsor will buy a
new Steinway grand player piano
that plays their jingle every hour
on the hour! These are the ideal
advertising locations because people spend as much as a quarter of
their lives in these rooms and that
much time is surely sufficient to
brainwash them into buying your
product or service.
• Re-purpose the workout
bicycles in the Wellness Center
to generate electricity and mandate that each student spend a
minimum of 3 hours a week on
the machines. Better yet, set a

kilowatt-hour minimum.
• We need to eliminate certain jobs on campus and distribute them to students. For example,
different students would have to
perform different tasks—vacuum
the carpet, mop the floors, scrub
the toilets, etc. If a student decides
that he or she does not want to,
that student can pay a fee which
would go to another student for
whom money is tight and that student would get the opportunity.
• Replace Main Hall Green
with field turf to cut down on
maintenance costs in the long run.
• Unlimited free printing
should be replaced with a reasonable limit (such as 40 pages a term
per student).
• Change the academic calendar so school would be in session in the warmer months: April
1st to October 31st. Since most
buildings are not air conditioned
and heating tends to be more
expensive than cooling, this would
save the university a lot of money
and would give students a nice,
22-week-long break for working.
• The parking lottery should

LUCC Update

be replaced with an exciting, live
auction for each parking space on
campus. The bidding would start
at $70 a term.
• The size of the meal plan
shall be decreased and to make up
the money, the Andrew Commons
could be marketed to more townies.
• If we scan every book, rip
every CD and perform whatever
digitization is necessary for LPs,
cassettes and microfilm, we can
replace the Mudd Library with
a 100 terabyte hard drive and
remodel the building into luxury
apartments.
• Turn off the clocks at night
to save electricity.
There you have it! A comprehensive strategy for lowering the
cost of attendance for now and for
generations to come. So write to
your congressman, your professors and whoever else can read!
If we want these changes to be in
effect and lowering our costs as
early as Fall 2013, we need to take
action now!
“You heard it first on Specht
Pages!”

Feel free to share your thoughts and concerns about what you thought of
LUCC this year by emailing LUCC@lawrence.edu.
Get more information about forms, deadlines, and current announcements
by visiting the LUCC page on the new Lawrence website!
Visit us at http://www.lawrence.edu/students/student_life/lucc
Like our Facebook page for updates and more information - Lawrence University
Community Council!
Please consider applying as a district representative for the council next year. We will be
having updates over the course of the summer. Have a great rest of your Spring Term,
and good luck on your final exams!
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